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Utilize NFTT Tokens and SOL to
participate in the process of selling,

earning, buying, and collecting
NFTs!

https://nfttrade.live/
https://nfttrade.live/
https://twitter.com/NFTTradeSOL
https://t.me/NFTTradeSOL
https://discord.com/NFTTradeSOL


At NFTTrade, we're pioneering the future of digital ownership through our
innovative NFT marketplace built on the Solana blockchain. Our platform is
designed to empower creators, collectors, and enthusiasts alike, providing
a seamless experience for discovering, trading, and minting non-fungible
tokens.

Our Mission
Our mission is to revolutionize the NFT marketplace by fostering a vibrant
and inclusive community while delivering unparalleled accessibility,
transparency, and security to our users. We believe in the transformative
power of blockchain technology and its ability to reshape the way we
perceive and interact with digital assets.

About

Experience how true a NFT marketplace operates.
Start collecting NFTs today.

$ 800K
Trading volume

2588
Collection number

5644
Active members



WHY CHOOSE NFTTRADE MARKETPLACE?

Experience the future of digital ownership with NFTTrade. Whether you're an artist looking to

showcase your work, a collector in search of the next masterpiece, or simply curious about

the world of NFTs, we invite you to join our community and embark on this exciting journey

with us. Thank you for choosing NFTTrade.
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Explore an extensive collection of unique NFTs, from digital artwork to collectibles,

curated by talented creators from around the world. Our intuitive interface makes it

easy to buy, sell, and mint NFTs, whether you're a seasoned collector or new to the

world of digital assets.



OUR NFTS COLLECTIONS
Explore a diverse and captivating collection of NFTs!

Scared faces going crazy with a
robotic touch and feel suited for

youngsters

Melted faces collection Wide character collection

Summer Ape Collection Summer bandanas going
wild

The music techno beats
NFTs

The Scary Face 2022



HOW TO BUY NFTS ON NFTTRADE?
Buying non-fungible tokens (NFTs) on NFTTrade is a straightforward process

that allows you to explore unique digital assets and add them to your collection.

Follow these simple steps to get started:

1. Create a Solana Wallet
Create a new Sol Wallet with Phantom. Open phantom.app
to create your new wallet.

2. Get Some SOL
Buy some SOL at an exchange (for example: Binance or
Coinbase), and send your SOL to your Phantom Wallet
Address.

3. Buy at Pinksale
Now, connect your wallet to Pinksale and buy your tokens
at presale.

By following these steps, you can easily buy NFTs on NFTTrade and start building

your digital collection today. If you have any questions or need assistance, don't

hesitate to reach out to our support team.

https://thoon.xyz/


BUY NFT BUY NFT

BUY NFT BUY NFT

BUY NFTs COLLECTION!
Floor price

214,523 4
Total Items

Cool kid #91

214,523 NFTT

Two-faced flower mask #11

742,589 NFTT

Purple Fast #8177

214,523 NFTT

Flow boy #1377

357,815 NFTT

https://nfttrade.live/?product=cool-kid-91
https://nfttrade.live/?product=yellow-king-12831
https://nfttrade.live/?product=low-ass-monkey-is-good
https://nfttrade.live/?product=sport-is-my-life
https://nfttrade.live/?product=cool-kid-91
https://nfttrade.live/?product=yellow-king-12831
https://nfttrade.live/?product=low-ass-monkey-is-good
https://nfttrade.live/?product=sport-is-my-life


2 Years

JOIN PRESALE 
Participate in the upcoming NFTTrade presale on PinkSale to secure your

allocation of NFTT tokens before the public launch. Enjoy benefits such as early
access, discounted rates, and exclusive bonuses.

 Don't miss out on this opportunity to be part of the NFTTrade ecosystem
from the start!

Early Access
Secure exclusive access to
NFT collections before the

public release, ensuring
you don't miss out on

coveted assets.

CLICK TO PARTICIPATE

Acquire NFTT tokens at a
discounted rate during the
presale, offering potential
savings compared to later

stages.

Discounted Tokens Bonus Incentives

Enjoy special bonuses or
rewards reserved for
presale participants,

enhancing your investment
and engagement

experience.

ON PINKSALE

https://staking.thoon.xyz/
https://staking.thoon.xyz/
https://www.pinksale.finance/solana/launchpad/BFhoG6nA5wPxmM5wVHgsc9e4eK7bREnLoFvPyysMmNDL
https://www.pinksale.finance/solana/launchpad/BFhoG6nA5wPxmM5wVHgsc9e4eK7bREnLoFvPyysMmNDL


Exclusive Presale Benefits

WHY PARTICIPATE IN THE PRESALE?
Participating in the NFTTrade presale offers a unique opportunity to get
involved with a promising NFT marketplace early on, potentially reaping the
benefits of early investment and contributing to the platform's success. Don't
miss out on this opportunity to be part of the future of NFT trading on the
Solana blockchain!

Presale participants often receive exclusive benefits such as discounted
token prices, bonus tokens, or priority access to NFT collections. These
incentives are designed to reward early supporters and investors in the
project.

Support the NFTTrade Ecosystem
By participating in the presale, you become an early supporter of the NFTTrade
platform and contribute to its growth and development. Your investment helps
fund the platform's operations and future initiatives, driving its success in the
long run.

Maximize Investment Potential
Investing in the presale stage allows you to potentially maximize your
investment returns as the project gains traction and value over time. Early
investors often benefit from the appreciation of token prices as the platform
expands and attracts more users.



NFTT TOKEN USE CASES IN NFTTRADE ECOSYSTEM
he NFTT token plays a crucial role in powering the NFTTrade ecosystem, serving as a
means of value exchange, governance, and participation. As the platform grows and
evolves, the utility and demand for NFTT tokens are expected to increase, further
enhancing their value within the ecosystem.

Here are key use cases of NFTT Token:

NFTT TOKEN WITHIN THE NFTTRADE ECOSYSTEM

Transaction Currency: The NFTT token serves as the primary
currency for transactions within the NFTTrade marketplace.
Users can buy, sell, and trade NFTs using NFTT tokens,
providing liquidity and facilitating seamless transactions on the
platform.

Governance Rights: Holders of NFTT tokens may have
governance rights within the NFTTrade ecosystem. This could
include voting on platform upgrades, changes to fee structures,
or other governance proposals, giving token holders a voice in
the future direction of the platform.

Staking and Rewards: NFTT tokens may be used for staking within
the ecosystem, allowing users to lock up their tokens in exchange for
rewards. Staking provides an opportunity for users to earn additional
NFTT tokens or other rewards for contributing to the stability and
security of the platform.

Access to Premium Features: NFTT tokens may grant access to
premium features or services within the NFTTrade platform. This could
include exclusive access to certain NFT collections, premium content,
or enhanced trading tools, providing added value to token holders.

Staking and Rewards: NFTT tokens may be used for staking within
the ecosystem, allowing users to lock up their tokens in exchange for
rewards. Staking provides an opportunity for users to earn additional
NFTT tokens or other rewards for contributing to the stability and
security of the platform.



Parameter Details

Token Address NFTTeeQ7Fx5ENiY9iEw2Psffx9mtUNw6X3mpfymxMHb

Name NFTTrade

Symbol $NFTT

Decimals 9

Total Supply 100,000,000

Tokens For
Presale 50,000,000 NFTT

 TOKENOMICS



Presale and Dex Auto Listing
74.0 million

Cex Listing
12.0 million

Development
7.0 million

Partner & Marketing
7.0 million

TOKEN DISTRIBUTION
Total supply is 100,000,000 NFTT distributed below!



OADMAPR

Team Creation. Core

Application Development.

Market Research. White

Paper. Project Plan.

Q3

Q1

Q2

Q3

FOUNDATION BUILDING2023

2024

BETA & COMMUNITY BUILDING
Beta Version. Roadmap
Finalization. Community
Building. Launchpad Planning.
Proof-of-Concept
Implementation.

2024

TOKEN SALE AND LAUNCH
Airdrop & Marketing. $NFTT
Token Presale. $NFTT Token
Launch. Token will be
officially launched on
multiple exchange
platforms.

2024

PLATFORM COMPLETION
Platform Completion. We'll
finalize the NFTTrade
platform, incorporating
$NFTT token-based NFT
generation, enabling users
to create unique NFTs with
ease.



LEGAL DISCLAIMER
It is important that you carefully read this legal disclaimer section. If you have any doubts, seek legal,

financial, tax, or other competent law professionals' guidance. All of the information shown here is not

intended to be exhaustive, and it should never be construed as part of any formal agreement.

We are confident that the material in this white paper is correct and current, and that all products,

services, technical architecture, token distribution, and corporate schedules are correct and current.

For any loss or harm originating from the use of this website's material, including written material, links

to third-party sites, and data such as quotes and charts as well as buy/sell signals. NFTTRADE

MARKETPLACE will not be held responsible for any damages.

https://t.me/NFTTradeSOL


FOLLOW US

THANKS BY 
TEAM NFTTRADE

Sell, earn, buy and collect
NFT use NFTT token and

SOL!
https://nfttrade.live/

https://nfttrade.live/
https://twitter.com/NFTTradeSOL
https://t.me/NFTTradeSOL
https://discord.com/NFTTradeSOL

